
Judge Dredd

Tougher than a Teraton’s hide and about as cheerful as 

a dose of the Plague. This lawman from another place 

and time seems right at home on the pitch, ordering 

the players around and providing pointed and swift 

recrimination to any who break the rules.

Evidently, Dredd was some sort of law enforcer in whatever 

dimension it is that he hails from.  Given the ease with which 

he seems able to control a whole pitch full of DreadBall 

players, let alone the crowds watching them, it would seem 

that he was a pretty good one too.  Dredd commands the 

respect of any player who has been in a match officiated by 

him, though that doesn’t mean that most of them don’t want to 

kill him.  Dredd might be the perfect referee – he has the same 

emotionless dedication to enforcing the rules (or ‘upholding 

the law’) as a refbot, but is even tougher and is not susceptible 

to bribery or reprogramming of any kind.  He also tends to be 

fairly direct in the punishments that he hands out on the pitch 

– it’s a brave player indeed who chooses to cross him!

The Home team Coach can choose to use Judge Dredd 

instead of a refbot in any game. He works exactly like a refbot 

with the following additions:

* Dredd has an uncanny ability to sense rules infractions, 

almost before they happen. He always seems to be 

paying attention exactly where and when it’s needed. 

Dredd gets +1 on the Spot Test. He is not limited

to 7 hexes.

* Dredd expects people not to break the rules. But, if they 

do, he absolutely insists that they turn themselves in. 

Those that don’t will be in for extra punishment. When 

a player commits a foul, his own Coach can call the foul 

instead of waiting for his opponent to do so. If he does 

this, then the Ref check is resolved as usual. However, 

if Dredd is forced to wait for the opposing

Coach to call the foul (or if both sides miss it

and either Coach calls it during any subsequent

action) then he adds +2 on the Spot Test

instead of +1. This accounts for both the additional 

time given as a penalty as well as any injuries sustained 

when “resisting arrest”. 

*Dredd is not gentle when he sends Players off the pitch. 

If playing in a league match and Judge Dredd 

wins a Spot Test by 4 or more the player is sent 

off for the rest of the game as usual. 

Additionally, after the match the Player that 

was sent off must roll on the table under Treat 

Injured Players.




